This paper considers signal detection in massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems with general additive hardware impairments and one-bit quantization. First, we present the quantization-unaware and Bussgang decomposition-based linear receivers by generalizing them for the considered hardware impairment model. We propose an optimization problem to estimate the uplink data signals by choosing a suitable cost function that treats the unquantized received signal at the base station as the variable. We exploit the additional structure of the one-bit quantization and signal modulation by including proper constraints. To solve the non-convex quadratically-constrained quadratic programming (QCQP) problem, we propose an ADMM-based algorithm with closed-form update equations. Then, we replace the harsh projectors in the updates with their soft versions to improve the detection performance. We show that the proposed ADMM-based algorithm outperforms the state-ofthe-art linear receivers significantly in terms of bit error rate (BER) and the performance gain increases with the number of antennas and users.
INTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) is one of the key components of 5G cellular systems and commercial deployments began in 2018 [1] . Deploying a large number of antennas at the base station (BS) to support multiple users on the same time-frequency channel is one of the main ingredients of this technology [2] . Several practical concerns arise in implementing massive MIMO technology compared to the previous cellular systems equipped with moderate numbers of antennas. Using near-distortionless hardware is highly costly for very large number of antennas [3] . Some papers in the literature studied the effect of hardware impairments such as phase errors, low-noise amplifier non-linearities, or stochastic additive noise on massive MIMO [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In addition, several works considered low-cost analog-to-digital converters (ADC) with one-bit quantization [2, 3, [9] [10] [11] . However, most of the existing works which analyze one-bit quantized massive MIMO have not considered other distortions caused by amplifiers, local oscillators, and mixers. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this paper is the first work which considers uplink signal detection in massive MIMO under general additive distortion noise together with one-bit quantization.
Related Works
Signal estimation and detection from one-bit quantized samples have been studied outside the massive MIMO literature [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . [12] con-This work was partially supported by ELLIIT and the Wallenberg AI, Autonomous Systems and Software Program (WASP) funded by the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation. sidered estimation of an unknown single parameter in a wireless sensor network with multiple single-antenna nodes. On the other hand, [13] used the deep unfolding technique to solve multi-dimensional signal recovery problem with one-bit quantization.
In this paper, we use the idea from [12] of casting the signal detection as an optimization problem to solve a multi-user QPSK detection by including modulation constraints. We reformulate the original non-convex problem to solve it with the powerful Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) algorithm [18] and we obtain closed-form updates. Recently, ADMM has been used for signal detection for a perfect large-scale MIMO transceiver system in [19] .
Contributions
• To the best of authors' knowledge, this paper is the first work which considers the joint effect of the stochastic additive hardware impairment model considered in [4] [5] [6] and one-bit ADCs on the uplink signal detection.
• Unlike the previous work that considers one-bit quantized massive MIMO, in our model, we have a conditional colored Gaussian distortion. We generalize the Bussgang decomposition-based linear receivers proposed recently in [10] by considering the joint hardware impairment model.
• In order to exploit the transmitted signal characteristics, we cast a new optimization problem for QPSK signaling and reformulate it to achieve an ADMM-based algorithm with closed-form update equations.
• We propose a softening method by replacing the harsh-nature functions in the updates with their soft versions to improve the detection performance.
We verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for several scenarios and show that the ADMM-based algorithm outperforms the conventional linear receivers substantially.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a single-cell massive MIMO system where a BS equipped with M antennas serves K single-antenna user equipments (UEs). We focus on the uplink with non-ideal BS and UE hardware. A block-fading model is considered where the wireless channels between each BS antenna and UE is represented by a constant complex-valued scalar that takes an independent realization in each time-frequency coherence block [5] . Let g k = [ g k1 . . . g kM ] T ∈ C M denote the channel for the k th UE in vector form where g km ∈ C is the channel between the k th UE and the m th antenna of the BS. In this paper, we assume that the channels are known at the BS to study the joint effect of hardware impairments and one-bit quantization on the uplink signal detection. Investigating channel estimation is left as future work.
Let s k ∈ C denote the unit-power information symbol transmitted by the k th UE and p k is the corresponding transmission power. Based on the established model in [4, 5] , the received signal at the BS, y ∈ C M under both BS and UE non-linear hardware impairments is
is the distortion noise caused by the k th UE's (transmitter) hardware with the corresponding quality coefficient κ t k ∈ (0, 1]. When κ t k = 1, there is no distortion noise and as κ t k decreases, the distortion noise variance increases. In a similar manner, η r = [ η r 1 . . . η r M ] T ∈ C M models the hardware distortion at the BS with hardware quality coefficient κ r ∈ (0, 1]. η r is conditionally Gaussian given the chan-
is the additive white Gaussian noise. Note that the distortions due to the different UEs and BS antenna hardware are independent. In fact, [7] showed that the distortion correlation between different BS antennas can be neglected for hardware non-linearities in the uplink as long as the number of UEs is sufficiently large (>5), which is of main interest for massive MIMO systems. However, for one-bit quantization distortions, this is not the case and hence, we consider them separately.
Let
where D ∈ C M ×M is a diagonal matrix with the (m, m)th entry being (1 − κ r ) K k=1 p k |g km | 2 + σ 2 . Note that the effective noise becomes colored with non-diagonal covariance matrix under hardware impairments. Σ is dependent on the channel realizations and µ is conditionally Gaussian given {g k }. Now, we express the quantized signal at the BS by using one-bit ADCs for the real and imaginary parts of the received signal in (1) .
Using these definitions, the received signal in (1) before quantization can be expressed as y =Gs + µ. Note that the real and imaginary parts of the elements of y are one-bit quantized separately, hence it is useful to express the one-bit ADC operation in terms of real variables. The received signal at the BS before quantization can be expressed as z = Hx+v in terms of the real variables
Note that the effective noise µ is conditionally circulary symmetric givenG, and hence the covariance matrix of the real noise vector v in (4) is given by
Then, the received signal after one-bit quantization is given by r = sgn(z) where sgn(z) is the sign function which is applied to the elements of the vector z individually, i.e., rm = 1 if zm ≥ 0 and rm = −1 otherwise, for m = 1, . . . , 2M . We present possible linear receivers for the quantized and impaired massive MIMO system in the following section.
LINEAR RECEIVERS
We now present the quantization-unaware and Bussgang-based quantization-aware linear receivers from [10] . Note that the quantization-aware receivers in [10] are proposed only for massive MIMO systems with the perfect transceivers except for one-bit quantization. In this section, we generalize them by taking the joint effect of hardware impairments and one-bit quantization into account.
Let W = [ w1 . . . wK ] T ∈ C K×M be the receive combining matrix and the signal for the k th user's data detection is given by w T kr , for k = 1, . . . , K, where the complex quantized signalr ∈ C M is given bỹ
Quantization-Unaware Linear Receivers
The quantization-unaware receivers simply neglect the effect of onebit quantization, however, they take into account the hardware impairments in (1) . The conventional receivers in massive MIMO are maximum ratio combining (MRC), zero-forcing (ZF), and minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) receivers [5, 20] which are given by
Note that they neglect the one-bit quantization effect and MMSE receiver treats the distortion µ as colored noise.
Quantization-Aware Linear Receivers
Let us use the Bussgang decomposition [10] to express the one-bit quantized complex signal in (6) asr = Fy + e where the quantization distortion e is uncorrelated with y by construction. However, they are not independent. Hence, potentially better methods can be developed to exploit this dependency compared to the receivers presented in this section, which treat the quantization distortion simply as an independent colored noise. This is the main reason which motivates us to search for alternative solutions in Section 4. The Bussgang matrix F is given by [ 
where Cyy = E |G {yy H } =GG H + Σ. E |G {.} and diag(.) denote the conditional expectation givenG and the diagonal part of a matrix, respectively. Here, FG is the effective channel since it is the matrix multiplied with the data signal s inr = FGs + Fµ + e. The Bussgang-decomposition based quantization-aware MRC (BMRC), ZF (BZF), and MMSE (BMMSE) receivers are given by [10] WBMRC =G H F H ,
where Crr = E |G {rr H } is given by [2] Crr = 2 π arcsin diag Cyy −1/2 ℜ{Cyy}diag Cyy
ADMM-BASED SOLUTION
Note that, the elements of the one-bit quantized signal, r = sgn(z) are binary random variables which are obtained by scaling and shifting Bernoulli random variables. In the literature, there are some works [3, 13] that use the Bernoulli distribution in white noise corrupted models. In these works, the Q-function is effectively used since only the marginal distribution of {rm} is needed to develop quantization-aware algorithms. However, in our scenario where the binary random variables are dependent due to the effective colored noise, we cannot derive the joint distribution of {rm} using the models in [3, 13] . In this paper, we will instead use the idea in [12] to express the signal detection as an optimization problem. Note that in [12] , there is only one parameter to be estimated and the resulting convex problem is solved using standard numerical methods which do not take the specific problem structure into account. In this paper, we will exploit the additional structure of the data vector x in (3) and generalize the optimization problem in [12] for MIMO signal detection with hardware impairments by imposing more constraints. Then, an efficient formulation is proposed for the ADMM algorithm in order to obtain closed-form update equations. Note that if we were given the unquantized signal z, the maximum-likelihood estimator of x without specifying any constraint on its structure is given aŝ
which is obtained by minimizing the quadratic function Q(x, z) = (z−Hx) T C −1 (z−Hx) with respect to x. If we insert the estimate of x in (15) into this quadratic function, we obtain a cost function to be minimized over z only which is
where
If we use the required constraints that the elements of unquantized and quantized signals which are z and r, have the same sign due to one-bit quantization, we obtain rmzm ≥ 0, m = 1, . . . , 2M.
In order to increase the signal detection performance, we can impose some additional constraints on x. In this paper, we will focus on QPSK signaling for the data signals whose bit error rate (BER) performance does not degrade as other higher order constellation schemes due to the adverse effect of one-bit quantization [11] . In this case, the elements of x are either 1/ √ 2 or −1/ √ 2. Hence, the constraint on the elements of x becomes x 2 k = 1/2, for k = 1, . . . , 2K.
After defining the sign-refined vectorz diag(r)z ∈ R 2M ≥0 and the local copy ofz, i.e., t =z, in order to obtain closed-form updates, we obtain the quadratically-constrained quadratic programming (QCQP) problem minimizẽ z,t,xz
whereÃ Adiag(r) andB (diag(r) − HÃ) T C −1 (diag(r) − HÃ) for ease of notation. Even though we obtain a non-convex problem in this case, an efficient ADMM algorithm can be developed with closed-form updates. ADMM is a powerful first-order optimization method and has been proved to be effective in solving some non-convex problems [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The problem we propose is a non-convex QCQP problem and there is a weak convergence result for these problems in [21] which states under some conditions, the ADMM iterations converge to a KKT point. Stronger versions of convergence are difficult to derive and it is left as future work. In the following part, we will present the ADMM updates and derive their closed-form expressions.
Closed-Form ADMM Updates
The steps of the ADMM algorithm in scaled form [18] at the i th iteration are given as follows:
x (i+1) ← arg min
where u1 ∈ R 2M and u2 ∈ R 2K are the scaled dual vector variables corresponding to the two equality constraints in (19) , and ρ > 0 is the penalty parameter used in the augmented Lagrangian [18] . The closed-form solutions of the problems in (22)-(24) are derived as follows:
where max(., .) in (28) is performed element wise. Although the projections in (28) and (29) are unique and optimum, the functions max(0, .) and sgn(.) are not continuously differentiable at each point. Furthermore, it has been observed empirically that the harsh clipping effect of these functions did not bring any advantage compared to Bussgang-based quantization-aware MMSE receiver which performs the best among linear receivers in [10] . We believe that this is due to the harsh diminishing effect of other primal and dual optimization variables. One heuristic solution to preserve the effect of other variables' updates is to soften the projectors using soft approximations of max(0, .) and sgn(.) which are softplus, softplus(x) = ln(1 + e x ) and the hyperbolic tangent, tanh(x). Then, the modified updates in (28)-(29) are given by
where all the operations are performed element wise. This modified version is shown to give good performance in the next section. Note that the order of computational complexity of the ZF and MMSE-type receivers, and the proposed method is mainly determined by matrix inversions and multiplications. By some arrangement of sign refined matrices, it can be shown that the matrix inversion in (27) can be implemented only once per coherence block similar to the linear receivers. The number of matrix multiplications are determined by the number of iterations for the ADMM-based algorithm. It is shown in Section 5 that a substantially better performance is achieved by the proposed method compared to the linear receivers even when a small number of iterations is used.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the BER performance of the proposed ADMM-based detection algorithm with the quantization-unaware and -aware linear receivers presented in Section 3 for the QPSK modulation scheme. Note that the performance of MMSE is very close to the ZF and BMMSE slightly outperforms BZF. Hence, we did not include the results of (B)ZF in the figures to simplify the presentation. The detection for the linear receivers is made based on the minimum Euclidean distance criteria between the processed signal and four possible constellation points. The iteration number and the penalty parameter for the proposed ADMM algorithm are set to 100 and ρ = 0.2, respectively. The dual variables {u1, u2} and the primal variables {t, x} are initialized as zero and standard Gaussian vectors, respectively. Since the sign of the elements of t are non-negative, we set t to the absolute value of it. The detection is made based on the sign of the elements of the vector x when the algorithm terminates. The simulation setup is based on [26] . The user channels are modeled using independent Rayleigh fading and K users are distributed uniformly in a cell area of 250 m×250 m. The path loss is calculated as 130 + 37.6 log 10 (d) where d is the distance between the user and BS in kilometers. The noise variance is σ 2 = 2 × 10 −13 . The heuristic uplink power control scheme in [5] is applied with maximum transmission power pmax = 0.1 W and ∆ = 15 dB. Hence, the transmission power of the k th user is reduced until its SNR becomes at most 15 dB above the worst user's SNR. The hardware quality coefficient for the BS and each UE is 0.98. In the following experiments, the BER is calculated based on 5000 different channel setups with 200 channel uses for each setup.
In Fig. 1 , we consider a scenario where the BS is equipped with M = 100 antennas and there are K = 12 users. Since the SNR of each user is different, we plot the average BER of the considered detectors with respect to the user index in ascending order of SNRs. Hence, as the user index increases from 1 to 12, the BER decreases due to the increased average SNR. Note that, as in accordance with the previous work [10] , the quantization-aware receivers, BMRC, BZF, and BMMSE, outperform their quantization-unaware counterpart receivers. However, the BER reduction is not significant compared to the huge performance gain achieved by the proposed ADMM-based algorithm. In fact, the average BER improvement is about two-fold for the worst SNR user and the BER improvement increases with SNR reaching approximately 14-fold at user index 10 compared to the BMMSE receiver. In Fig. 2 , we double the number of antennas and users to compare the performance of the proposed ADMM-based algorithm in a larger-size scenario. In this setup, M = 200 and K = 24, and we plot the average BER with respect to the user index. Similar to Fig. 1 , the BER decreases with the user index, and hence SNR. The performance gap between the proposed algorithm and BMMSE is now larger compared to Fig. 1 . There is a 30-fold BER improvement at user index 18, showing the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for large number of BS antennas and users.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we combine the joint effect of general additive hardware impairments and one-bit quantization in the uplink of a massive MIMO system. We have developed a new efficient ADMMbased algorithm with closed-form updates to improve the QPSK detection performance. A practical setup is considered with varying user SNRs in the numerical results. The new algorithm with softened projectors in its update equations outperforms the state-of-theart linear receivers in the massive MIMO literature by exploiting the additional modulation and impairment characteristics. The proposed algorithm provides significant BER reduction for each user and the performance improvement increases with the user SNR and the number of BS antennas and users.
We are planning to generalize the proposed algorithm to multibit quantization and higher-order modulations in future work. One other interesting research topic is to develop efficient algorithms in the presence of other time-varying hardware impairments.
